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ABSTRACT

**Background and Objectives:** To establish whether the profiler 2 scanning system can be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom, by comparing the percentage depth doses and beam profiles for both the photons and electron beams, and validating the results using CMS XiO treatment planning system.

**Methods:** Beam data (profiles, percentage depth doses and absolute dosimetry) were acquired for the two systems: (3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system) for beam energies 6 MV and 15 MV photon beams, and 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV electron beams generated by the Elekta Synergy linear accelerator (linac) for the field sizes of $6 \times 6 \text{ cm}^2$, $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \text{ cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$, and $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ at depths of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm, and 5.0 cm respectively. These measurements were acquired using ionization chambers in water and diode detectors in Perspex. The acquired data was sent to CMS XiO treatment planning system for validation.

**Results:** In general, the dose distributions for both systems compared very well with uncertainties within recommended limits. The largest maximum difference in symmetry was 1.6 % for a 6 MV photon beam defined at $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size. The largest maximum difference in flatness was 2.77 % for a 4 MeV electron beam defined at $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$ applicator size. The penumbra largest maximum difference was 1.708 cm for 8 MeV electron beam defined at $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ applicator size, which was outside the recommended limit of 1.2 cm. The largest maximum difference in field size was 2.388 cm for a 6 MeV electron beam defined at $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ applicator size, which was outside the recommended limit of 0.4 cm.

The largest maximum difference in percentage depth dose at 10 cm depth was 1.69 % for the 6 MV photon beam. The absolute dose output measurements showed a very good agreement between the two systems to a maximum percentage difference and highest standard deviation of -0.99 % and 0.69 % respectively for the 6 MV photon beam. Validation measurements showed an agreement to less than 1 % and 2 mm for percentage depth doses and beam profiles respectively.
Conclusion and recommendation: From the results obtained, it is evident that the profiler 2 scanning system can be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom beam data acquisitions during linear accelerator commissioning. The future work based on this study could be to study the limitations involved with the profiler 2 scanning system when used during measurements for commissioning of a linear accelerator. Limitations like field size (maximum field size of $20 \times 30 \text{ cm}^2$ at SSD = 100 cm), number of Perspex slabs to be used on top of the profiler 2 scanning system and diagonal profile measurements.
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RT = Radiation Therapy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview.

The linear accelerator (linac) is a device that uses high-frequency electromagnetic waves to accelerate charged particles such as electrons and photons to high energies through a linear tube. The device is widely used for photon and electron radiation therapy. Consider the following block diagram (figure 1.1) showing the important components of a linear accelerator.

![Block diagram of a linear accelerator.](image)

The linac accelerates electrons either by travelling or stationary electromagnetic waves of frequencies in the microwave region of approximately 3000 megacycles/second. The power supply provides direct current (DC) to the modulator which forms high voltage pulses which are
simultaneously delivered to the magnetron/klystron and the electron gun (Khan F. M. 2003). The magnetron/klystron then produces pulsed microwaves which are injected into the accelerator tube. The electrons with the initial energy of about 50 keV interact with the electromagnetic field of the microwaves of the tube, which causes them to be accelerated to higher megavoltage energy regions. The high energy electrons emerge from the exit window of the accelerator tube in a form of a pencil beam approximately 3 mm in diameter to the treatment head (Podgorsak E. B. 2003, Khan F. M. 2005). Depending on the energy, it either emerges as a straight or bent beam using bending magnets, focusing coils and other components of the beam transport system. The linac head contains a number of important components relating to photon and/or electron treatment options as shown in figure 1.2.

![Diagram of typical linear accelerator head](image)

**Figure 1.2:** Typical linear accelerator head (Ding G. X. 2003).
A primary collimator is located adjacent to the target and its pyramidal or conical aperture defines the maximum field size, further delineated for photon therapy by a variable collimator (Karzmark C. J. and Pering N. C. 1973). The target material is tungsten which produces X-rays when electron beam interacts with it. The flattening filter is used to make the radiation beam intensity uniform across the field. The monitor chambers are used to monitor the dose rate, integrated dose and field symmetry. The mirror is used to project a light beam as if it emits from the photon focal spot, and thus the light field and radiation field are congruent. The X and Y jaws are used to define the field sizes. The Multi Leaf Collimators are used to define the field of both regular and irregular shapes (Khan F. M. 2003).

There are two modes of beam transport system for the linac which are:

**Electron mode:** The photon flattening filter and field light mirror are usually removed from the beam. The electron therapy beam is brought out of the evacuated structure through a thin window to minimize scattering and energy loss. After leaving the accelerator tube, the electron beam is made to strike the electron scattering foil which spreads the beam and gives uniform fluence across the treatment field. After the scattering foil, the beam is then incident on transmission monitoring ionization chambers whose primary functions are to monitor radiation dose produced by the beam. After passing the ionization chambers, the beam is further collimated by continuously movable collimators. The electron beam is further shaped by an external electron applicator attached to the treatment head. Collimation of the beam is necessary to limit its size and to protect surrounding healthy tissues (Khan F. M. 2005).

**Photon mode:** A beam flattening filter is provided externally in the treatment head. The treatment head also contains the field size and SSD optical systems. The output of the machine is again monitored by transmission ionization chambers which are thin walled when electrons are used so as to minimize X-ray contamination and reduction in electron energy (Khan F. M. 2005).
1.2. Research question of the study.

Setting up a 3D-water phantom is a tedious and time consuming procedure, which requires a lot of effort in filling the tank with water, aligning it with spirit level, lifting it to the required distance, performing a quality assurance associated with it, which can take up to an hour to two hours, as well as the fact that it takes about 10 minutes at most just to scan one profile. Thus the question is can the profiler 2 scanning system be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom for linear accelerator commissioning since it is easy to setup, assemble and requires less effort, and one profile can be scanned in a matter of seconds.

1.3. Aim of the study.

The aim of this study was to determine whether the profiler 2 scanning system can be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom used during linear accelerator commissioning.

1.4. The objectives of the study.

- To compare the photon and electron beam dose distributions measured with the 3D-water phantom with those measured with the profiler 2 scanning system (Marshall M. G. 1992, Woo M. et al 2003).
- To compare the absolute dose measurements for both systems for all beam energies of an Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator.
- To validate the dose distributions by modeling the 3D-water phantom beam data acquired on CMS XiO treatment planning system and compared the modeled data with both profiler 2 scanning system data and the 3D-water phantom data.

1.5. The scope of the study.

This chapter provided an overview of the work. A literature review on the equipments used, the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning systems, comparison of dose distributions and dose validation by treatment planning system are discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3. The parameters
that influences the photon and electron therapy, a review on basic principles of radiation physics are discussed in this sections. Dosimetric quantities of a linear accelerator and statistical analysis on absolute dose determination are further discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deal with the characterization of the materials to be used for this study (linear accelerator, 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system and CMS XiO treatment planning system), with XiO being used to validate data. In addition, the methodologies followed to acquire beam data (percentage depth dose curves, profiles and absolute dose measurements) are presented. Results and discussions on the beam data measurements between the two scanning systems (3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system (Perspex block)) and CMS XiO treatment planning system are dealt with in chapter 5. The summary, conclusion and future recommendations are presented in chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Radiation therapy or radiotherapy is also called radiation oncology. There are two goals of radiation treatment, which are: (i) to control the malignancy and (ii) to avoid unacceptable damage to normal tissues. Radiotherapy may be used for curative or adjuvant treatment. It is used as palliative treatment (where cure is not possible and the aim is for local disease control or symptomatic relief) or as therapeutic (where the therapy has survival benefit and it can be cured). Radiotherapy has several applications in non-malignant conditions such as the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia, severe thyroid, eye disease, pterygium, pigmented villonodular synorictics, prevention of keloid scar growth and prevention of heterotypic ossification (Podgorsak E. B. 2003; Khan F. M. et al 2005). The use of radiotherapy in non-malignant conditions is suited partly by worries about the risk of radiation-induced cancers (Podgorsak E. B. 2003).

It is common to combine radiotherapy with surgery, chemotherapy, hormone therapy, immunotherapy or some mixture of the four. Most common cancer types can be treated with radiotherapy in some way. The precise treatment intent (curative, adjuvant, neo-adjuvant, therapeutic or palliative) will depend on the tumor type, location and stage and the general health of the patient (Podgorsak E. B. 2003, Khan F. M. et al 2005). In radiation therapy the radiation fields may also include the draining lymph nodes if they are clinically or radiologically involved with tumor, or if there is a thought to be a risk of subclinical malignant spread (Podgorsak E. B. 2003).

Medical Physicists in radiation therapy departments are always faced with many challenges including the need for precision, a variety of testing methods, data validation, lack of standards and time constraints. It is thus vital that the beam data acquired should be of high quality to avoid dosimetric and patient treatment errors that may subsequently lead to poor radiation outcome. Therefore one often needs to compare two dose distributions. Especially with the wide clinical implementation of IMRT, software tools for quantitative dose (or fluence) distribution
comparison are required for patient-specific quality assurance. Dose distribution comparison is not a trivial task since it has to be performed in both dose and spatial domains in order to be clinically relevant. Each of the existing comparison methods has its own strengths and weaknesses and there is a room for improvement (Jiang S. B. et al 2006).

Generally 3D-dose distributions obtained from TPS have to be verified by dosimetric methods as stated by Saminathan S. et al (2010). They also compared two-dimensional results calculated and measured in several coplanar planes to within 3 % and 3 mm criteria. Both J. A. and Pawlicki T. (2004) have also reported an agreement to confidence level of 3 % and 3 mm when comparing dosimetric data between physical measurements and the Monte Carlo NXEGS simulations when commissioning the electron beams. In principles there are many possibilities to measure two-dimensional dose distributions such as films, flat-panel EPIDs, ion chambers and ionization chamber arrays, and radiographic and radiochromic films. Saminathan S. et al (2010) showed that the EPIDs give a good resolution and offer a possibility for real-time measurements.

A good agreement between the 2D-plastic scintillation detectors (PSDs) array was demonstrated by Guillot M. et al (2010), the matrix ion chamber array and the Pinnacle 3 treatment planning system dose distributions, and also demonstrated that the dose distributions in the irradiated volume of the 2D-plastic scintillation detectors is not modified by the presence of hundreds of scintillation detectors. These plastic scintillation detectors are characterized by a unique set of properties including high spatial resolution, angular independence, energy independence and real-time readout.

The dose distribution comparison is always achieved by comparing the following beam data:
(i). Central axis depth dose tables which are percentage depth dose tables and tissue phantom ratios which may be prepared manually by interpolation of measured data or generated by computer software (Khan F. M. 2005).
(ii). Isodose curves whereby the measured and computer generated data should agree to within ± 2 % in the central part of the field (e.g. up to about 1 cm inside the field edge) and about 2 mm in the penumbra (e.g. between 90 % and 20 % decrement lines), with the same criteria applying
to wedged isodose curves except that the computer algorithms are not as accurate near the edges of the wedges as stated by Khan F. M. (2010).


There are different methods or tools that were developed to quantitatively compare dose distributions, either measured or calculated, one of those methods being the $\gamma$-tool. Before computing $\gamma$, the dose and distance scales of the two distributions referred to as evaluated and referenced, are normalized by dose and distance criteria. The renormalization allows for dose distribution comparison to be conducted simultaneously along dose and distance axes. In typical clinical use, the fraction of points that exceeds 3% or 3 mm can be extensive, thus typical a 5% or 2-3 mm is used in clinical evaluations. A limitation with the dose difference test is that it becomes overly sensitive in steep dose gradient regions. The small spatial offsets between the two distributions caused by experimental error yield identical dose distributions to exhibit large dose difference in regions of steep dose gradients. Thus the usefulness of dose distributions is strongest in regions of relatively shallow dose gradients (Low D. A. et al 2003).

The process of radiation therapy is complex and involves many steps. Numerous phantoms have been developed in order to compare doses calculated by planning systems to actual doses measured. Howlett S. et al (1999) used an anthropomorphic dose measurement phantom for showing variation in the measured and calculated dose for 3D system in heterogeneous conditions, whilst Kilic A. et al (2002) have used the RW3 solid water phantom and wellhofer 3D-water phantom to check the radiotherapy treatment planning systems data with measurements under homogeneous density conditions.

Modern radiation therapy has advanced considerably in the recent decades through the development of conformal techniques that better shape the high dose to tumor volumes while minimizing the dose to the surrounding normal tissue. Techniques such as IMRT and VMAT are available, where the intensity within a radiation field is varied dynamically during treatment, and thus sophisticated dose painting is enabled. The rapid pace of these developments and significant increase in the associated complexities, have introduced considerable new challenges to the
radiation treatment team. This is particularly true for the clinical medical physicist, whose role is to ensure the correct delivery of radiation dose for patient’s treatment. The challenges for patient treatment verification have motivated the development of sophisticated strategies, tools and equipments to measure dose and to analyze the measurements so that the physics team can assess safe delivery of dose to patients. Point dosimeters such as ionization chambers, thermoluminescent dosimeters and diodes have been used for decades to commission treatment units, to calibrate output and to verify dose delivery at single points in a phantom. The 2D dosimetry techniques such as silver-halide and radiochromic film or digital systems incorporating flat panel arrays of ionization chambers or diodes that are often used in IMRT delivery validation, and the full 3D dosimeters such as scintillator detector array or volumetric chemical dosimeters probed by MRI or by radiographic examination and optical computed tomography techniques for IMRT and VMAT have been used (Fogliata A. et al 2007, Schreiner L. J. et al 2011). The accuracy of radiation therapy has been discussed previously which showed that errors in the dose delivery should not exceed 5 % (Amin E. et al 2001).

The dose distribution in a medium traversed by a photon for the recommended beam depends on beam energy, field size and the medium nature (Rafaravavy R. et al 2007). For the energy considered in radiotherapy, Compton Effect is the main interaction in tissue. The percentage depth doses and dose profiles will be established to study these distributions (Elder P. J. et al 1995, Rafaravavy R. et al 2007). This will be achieved with the use of ionization chambers and array of diode detectors.

Advances in computer technology have led to the availability of sophisticated 3D-treatment planning systems for use in many radiotherapy centers. One aim of introducing such TPSs is to improve the accuracy of dose calculations in radiotherapy planning (ICRU Report 42 1987). Many optimization functions and methods including gradient methods and stochastic optimization methods to solve dose distribution problems in radiotherapy planning have been used (ICRU Report 42 1987, Wu X. et al 2001). Two types of cost functions, deterministic models that are based on radiobiological effects or dose criteria and probability models that are similar to the maximum likelihood estimations have been successfully applied to radiotherapy planning (ICRU Report 42 1987, Xing L. et al 1999).
STATDOSE is an interactive computer program for 3D dose analysis and plotting 1D dose distributions using the \textit{xvgr/xmgr} plotting package. 3D dose data such as those generated using the EGS4 user-code DOSXYZ developed at NRCC for OMEGA project are examples of typical dose data. STATDOSE functions include normalization, re-binning, plotting and analysis of the dose distributions. Distributions can also be compared both statistically and graphically. Graphs to aid in statistical analysis of the distributions as well as both cross-plots and depth-doses are provided by STATDOSE (McGowan H. \textit{et al} 2007). Siantar C. L. H. \textit{et al} (1999) used the PEREGRINE Monte Carlo system to compare the dose distributions between the 3D-water phantom and Scanditronix photon diode detectors and found a good agreement between the systems. The PEREGRINE Monte Carlo dose calculation system is designed to provide Monte Carlo transport calculations for photon beams, electron beams and neutron beams fast enough for day-to-day radiation therapy planning. It operates on low-cost, commodity hardware, enables real time visualization of the dose as it is simulated and completes a full treatment simulation in minutes (Siantar C. L. H. \textit{et al} 1999). Although in our study the algorithms within the TPS (CMS XiO) as well as excel generated data will be used for data analysis.

The CMS XiO 3D-TPS system is based on the pencil beam model, where physical quantities such as profiles and percentage depth dose curves are estimated using conventional method. The photon dose calculation model in this TPS system is based on convolution, superposition and Clarkson’s algorithms (Elder P. J. \textit{et al} 1995). The mono-energetic depth doses, calculated with convolution method from Monte Carlo generated point spread functions (PSF), are added to yield the pure photon depth dose distributions (Amin E. \textit{et al} 2001). The poly-energetic pencil-beam is then used to calculate the dose distribution for a given case by convolution with the machine specific energy-fluence matrix modulated by the actual field shape (Amin E. \textit{et al} 2001). One of the features of the system is that it calculates the monitor settings for the planned fields (Amin E. \textit{et al} 2001). As stated by Alber M. \textit{et al} (2008), one of the interesting tools of dose distributions comparison is to compare the absolute value of absorbed dose. The dose difference can be expressed in so many ways but generally the absolute value of dose is used. This difference is normalized to the dose having a specific value, for instance the prescribed dose, the maximum dose or the dose on the beam axis at the same depth. Starkschall G. \textit{et al}
(2000) reported calculated relative doses that matched measured relative doses in water phantom for field sizes from $4 \times 4 \text{ cm}^2$ to the largest field size available to 0.5-1% along the central axis and 2% along off-axis beam profiles while commissioning the 3D convolution/superposition photon dose algorithm. Thus in this study absolute dose differences will be compared for the 3DWP and the Prof 2 scanning system. Because there is a need to check consistency of beam outputs and energy of the linear accelerator, Ravichandran R. et al (2007) have reported the dose/MU for all radiation beams of Varian Clinac 600 CD and Clinac 2300 CD to within 2% accuracy measured over a period of 30 months. In our study the dose measurements comparisons were performed over a period of 3 months to establish the agreement between the 3DWP measurements and the profiler 2 scanning system dose measurements.
3.1. Overview.

In this chapter the production of X-rays, photons and electrons will be discussed as well as the interaction processes which may occur when ionization radiation interacts with matter. The determination of absorbed dose, statistical analysis and characterization of the linear accelerator beam will also be included.

3.2. Production of X-rays.

X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen on November 8, (1895) while studying cathode rays (stream of electrons) in a gas discharge tube (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990). The discovery was that another type of radiation was produced during interaction of electrons with glass walls of the tube that could be detected outside the tube and can penetrate opaque substances, produce fluorescence, blacken a photographic plate, and ionize gas, and this was named X-rays (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003).

The X-ray Tube.

Consider the following figure, which is a schematic representation of a conventional X-ray tube.
The tube consists of a glass envelope which has been evacuated to high vacuum. At the one end is a cathode (negative electrode) and the other an anode (positive electrode) (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003).

The tungsten (anode design-rotating to reduce the temperature of the target at any one spot) is the choice of target material because of its high atomic number and high melting point to withstand intense heat produced in the target by the electronic bombardment (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003).

The cathode consists of a wire filament (a circuit to provide filament current) and a negatively charged focusing cup (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003). The electrons produced by the cathode bombard the anode and x-rays are produced. This process gives rise to bremsstrahlung x-rays and characteristic x-rays. The process of bremsstrahlung (breaking radiation) is the result of radiative collision (interaction) between high speed electron and the nucleus.

The electron while passing near a nucleus may be deflected from its path by action of Coulomb forces of attraction and lose energy as bremsstrahlung.

**Figure 3.1:** Therapy X-ray tube with hooded anode (Nave C. R. et al 2000).
As the electron, with its associated electromagnetic field passes in the vicinity of the nucleus, it suffers sudden deflection and acceleration, as a result part of its energy is dissociated from it and propagates in space as electromagnetic radiation. This process is illustrated in figure 3.2. Thus the resulting bremsstrahlung photon may have any energy up to its initial energy of electron (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003, Podgorsak E. B. 2003). The process of characteristic x-rays production is also achieved from interaction of an electron with matter and some of the electrons are knocked out of their shells by a process called inner-shell ionization as shown in figure 3.3 (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Podgorsak E. B. 2003).

**Figure 3.2:** Bremsstrahlung process (Nave C. R. et al 2000).

**Figure 3.3:** The production of characteristic x-rays (Nave C. R. et al 2000).
An incident electron with kinetic energy $E_0$, may interact with the atoms of the target by ejecting an orbital electron (elastically scattered electron) such as a K, L, or M electron leaving the atom ionized. The original electron (in-elastically scattered electron) will recede from the collision with energy of $E_0 - \Delta E$, where $\Delta E$ is the energy given to the orbital electron (Khan F. M. 2003, Barkla C. G. et al 1997). As part of $\Delta E$ is spent in overcoming the binding energy of the electron and the rest is carried by ejected electron. When the vacancy is created in the orbit, an outer orbital electron will fall down to fill that vacancy and in so doing, the energy is radiated in the form of electromagnetic radiation, and thus this is called characteristic radiation (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. 2003).

3.3. Photon interactions.

When a photon beam passes through matter, some of the photons interact with atoms of the material and they are attenuated, scattered or transmitted. The attenuation of photons in matter is described by the following equation in a homogenous medium (Podgorsak E. B. 2003).

$$I_x = I_0 e^{-\mu(hv,Z)x} \tag{3.1}$$

where $I_x$ is the intensity of a narrow monoenergetic photon beam.
$I_0$ is the initial intensity of the unattenuated beam.
$\mu (hv, Z)$ is the linear attenuation coefficient, which depends on photon energy $hv$ and attenuator atomic number $Z$.
$x$ is the thickness of the attenuator.

The half value layer ($HVL$ or $x_{1/2}$) is defined as that thickness of the attenuator that attenuates the photon beam intensity to 50 % of its original value:

$$HVL = \frac{\ln 2}{\mu} \tag{3.2}$$
Similarly, the tenth-value layer (TVL or $x_{1/10}$) is defined as the thickness of the attenuator that attenuates the photon beam intensity to 10% of its original value:

$$TVL = \frac{\ln 10}{\mu}$$

(3.3)

The mass attenuation coefficient $\mu_m$, atomic attenuation coefficient $a\mu$ and electronic attenuation coefficient $e\mu$ are proportional to the linear attenuation coefficient $\mu$ through the following relationship (Podgorsak E. B. 2003): $N_A$

$$\mu = \rho \mu_m = \frac{\rho N A}{A} a\mu = \frac{\rho N A Z}{A} e\mu$$

(3.4)

where $\rho$, $Z$ and $A$ are the density, atomic number and atomic mass number, respectively for the attenuator.

Photons may undergo various possible interactions with the atoms of an attenuator; the probability or cross-section for each interaction depends on the energy $h\nu$ of the photon and on the atomic number $Z$ of the attenuator (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Podgorsak E. B. 2003, Khan F. M. 2003).

3.3.1. Photoelectric effect.

The photoelectric effect is a phenomenon in which a photon interacts with an atom and ejects one of the orbital electrons from the atom as shown in figure 3.4 (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Khan F. M. et al 2003).
\[ E_{\text{photon}} = h\nu \]

\[ E_K = h\nu - E_B \] \quad (3.5)

where \( h\nu \) is the incident photon energy and \( E_B \) is the binding energy of the electron.

This type of interactions can take place with electrons in the K, L, M, or N shells (Johns H. E. et al 1983, Khan F. M. 2003). After the electron has been ejected from the atom (attenuator), a vacancy is created in the shell, thus leaving the atom (attenuator) in an excited state. This vacancy can be filled by an outer orbital electron with the emission of characteristic x-rays (Thomas S. C. III. et al 1990, Khan F. M. et al 2005).

### 3.3.2. Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering.

The coherent (Rayleigh) scattering is a process whereby, like photoelectric effect, the photon interacts with the bound orbital electron (i.e. with the combined action of the whole atom). This process is visualized by considering the wave nature of electromagnetic radiation (Podgorsak E. B. 2003, Khan F. M. et al 2005).
Figure 3.5: The process of coherent scattering (Nave C. R. et al 2000).

An electromagnetic wave passes near the electron and setting it into oscillation. The oscillating electron re-radiates the energy at the same frequency as the incident electromagnetic wave. In this process, the scattered photon has the same wavelength as the incident photon and there is no energy transfer (elastic interaction). The coherent scattering is probable in high atomic number materials and with photons of low energy (Khan F. M. 2003, Podgorsak E. B. 2003). This process is shown in figure 3.5.

3.3.3. Compton scattering effect.

The Compton scattering (incoherent) effect represents a photon interaction with essentially free and stationary (i.e. the binding energy of the electron is much less than the energy of the bombarding photon) orbital electron as illustrated by figure 3.6.
In this interaction the electron receives some energy from the photon and is emitted at an angle ($\theta$). The incident photon energy $h\nu$ is much larger than the binding energy of the orbital electron. The photon with reduced energy is then scattered at an angle ($\theta$) (Khan F. M. 2003). The Compton process can be analyzed in terms of a collision between two particles, a photon and an electron. By applying the laws of conservation of energy and momentum, the following relationships can be derived:

$$ E = h\nu \frac{\alpha(1 - \cos \theta)}{1 + \alpha(1 - \cos \theta)} $$

$$ h\nu' = h\nu \frac{1}{1 + \alpha(1 - \cos \theta)} $$

$$ \cos \theta = \frac{(1 + \alpha) \tan \theta}{2} $$

where $h\nu$, $h\nu'$, and $E$ are the energies of the incident photon, scattered photon, and electron, respectively and
\[ \alpha = \frac{hv}{m_0c^2} \]  

(3.9)

where \( m_0c^2 \) is the rest energy of the electron (0.511 MeV). 

\( \alpha \) is the ratio of the incident photon and the electron energy.

\( c^2 \) is the square of the speed of light.

The Compton scattering effect can make three different hits on an electron: (i) a direct hit (when a photon makes a direct hit with the electron and the electron travel forward (\( \theta=0^\circ \)) the scattered photon travels backwards (\( \theta=180^\circ \)) after the collision). (ii) a grazing hit (when an electron is emitted at right angles (\( \theta=90^\circ \)) and the scattered photon will go in forward direction (\( \theta=0^\circ \))), and (iii) a 90° photon scatter (when a photon is scattered at right angles to its original direction (\( \theta=90^\circ \))) (Khan F. M. 2003).

3.3.4. **Pair production.**

This process occurs when the energy of the incident photon (\( hv \)) is greater than 1.02 MeV. In this process, the incident photon interacts strongly with the electromagnetic field of an atomic nucleus and gives up all its energy in the process of creating a pair consisting of a negative electron (\( e^- \)) and a positive electron (\( e^+ \)). Since the rest mass energy of the electron is equivalent to 0.511 MeV, a minimum energy of 1.02 MeV is thus required to create these pair of electrons (Khan F. M. 2003).
Consider the following diagram illustrating the pair production process.

![Diagram of pair production process](image)

**Figure 3.7:** The Pair production process (Nave C. R. *et al* 2000).

### 3.4. Electron interaction.

An electron is the smallest negatively charged particle. Its charge (1.6 × 10⁻¹⁹ coulombs) is equal to that of a proton but opposite in sign (Bomford C. K. *et al* 1993). Electrons interact with matter by ionization, excitation (inelastic collisions with atomic electrons), and bremsstrahlung (inelastic collisions with nuclei) processes which radiative collisions occur, and elastic collisions with atomic electrons and with nuclei. These interactions are mediated by Coulomb forces between the electric field of travelling particles and electric fields of orbital electrons and nuclei of atoms of the material. These electrons also suffer multiple scattering and change its direction because of their small mass without significant loss of energy (Khan F. M. 2003, Podgorsak E. B. 2003). In inelastic collisions, some of the kinetic energy is lost as it is used in producing ionization or converted to other forms of energy such as photon energy and excitation energy. In elastic collisions, kinetic energy is not lost although it may be redistributed among the particles emerging from the collision.
3.4.1. Rate of energy loss.

The total distance an electron travels in a medium before losing all its energy is referred to as its range and is determined by the initial energy of the electrons and the density of the medium. An electron traveling in a medium loses energy as a result of collisional and radiative processes. The rate of energy loss per gram per centimeter squared, which is called the mass stopping power, is greater for low atomic number \((Z)\) materials than for high atomic number materials. This is due to high \(Z\) materials having fewer electrons per gram than low \(Z\) materials, and high \(Z\) materials have tightly bound electrons. The rate of energy loss per centimeter is approximately proportional to the electron energy and to the square of the atomic number \((Z^2)\). The probability of radiation loss relative to the collisional loss increases with the electron kinetic energy and with \(Z\). The total mass stopping power \(\left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{tot}\) of a material for charged particles is given in equation (3.10) (Khan F. M. 2003):

\[
\left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{tot} = \frac{dE}{\rho dl} \quad (3.10)
\]

where \(S\) is the stopping power and \(dE\) is the total energy lost by particle in traversing a path length \(dl\) in the material of density \(\rho\).

\[
\left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{tot} = \left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{col} + \left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{rad} \quad (3.11)
\]

where \(\left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{col}\) and \(\left(\frac{S}{\rho}\right)_{rad}\) apply to collisional losses and radiation losses, respectively (Khan F. M. 2003).
3.5. Absolute dosimetry.

When a photon beam passes through air, it produces excitation and ionization. The measure of the amount of ionization that occurs in air is then called exposure ($X$).

$$X = \frac{dQ}{dm}$$

(3.12)

where $dQ$ is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air when all the electrons liberated by photons in air of mass $dm$ are completely stopped in air.

Absorbed dose ($\bar{D}$) is a non-stochastic quantity for all types of ionization radiation (directly and indirectly) including charged and uncharged particles, all materials and all energies defined as:

$$\bar{D} = \frac{d\bar{E}}{dm}$$

(3.13)

where $d\bar{E}$ is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to medium of mass $dm$ (Khan F. M. 2003).

Kerma ($K$) is the kinetic energy released per unit mass of an absorber. It is also a non-stochastic quantity relating to indirectly ionizing radiation such as photons and neutrons. It is defined as:

$$K = \frac{d\bar{E}_v}{dm}$$

(3.14)

where $d\bar{E}_v$ is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all charged ionizing particles (electrons) liberated by uncharged particles (photons) in the medium $dm$ (Podgorsak E. B. 2003). Due to finite range of the secondary electrons released through photon interactions, the transfer of energy (Kerma) from the photon beam and the absorption of energy by the medium (absorbed dose) do not take place at the same location.
The relationship between absorbed dose and Kerma is best described by the figures 3.8 and 3.9.

**Figure 3.8:** Relationship between collision Kerma and absorbed dose for β=1.

**Figure 3.9:** Relationship between collision Kerma and absorbed dose for β=1 and β>1.

As the high energy beam penetrates the medium, Kerma is maximal at the surface of the irradiated medium and this is because the particle fluence is greatest at the surface. Initially the charged particle fluence and absorbed dose increases as a function of depth until the depth of maximum dose ($Z_{\text{max}}$) is attained. If there was no attenuation or scattering, situation in figure 3.8
would occur and the electronic equilibrium is achieved. Since a radiation beam does undergo attenuation and scattering the situation in figure 3.9 is achieved when a constant relation between collision Kerma and absorbed dose exists. Collision Kerma and absorbed dose decreases constantly after the depth of maximum dose, but the absorbed dose curve is slightly above the Kerma curve. The buildup region in the absorbed dose curve is responsible for the skin sparing effect when high energy photon beams are used. The surface dose is due to the electron contamination in the beam.

The dose \( D_{\text{water}} \) in water at depth \( d_{\text{water}} \) is related to the dose \( D_{\text{med}} \) in solid medium at a corresponding depth \( d_{\text{med}} \), provided secondary electron equilibrium exists (normally within a few millimeters of the surface) and energy spectra at each position are identical (TG-25 1991, Khan F. M. 2003) by:

\[
D_{\text{water}}(d_{\text{water}}) = D_{\text{med}}(d_{\text{med}}) \left[ \left( \frac{S}{\rho} \right)_{\text{col}} \right]_{\text{water}} \frac{\left[ \left( \frac{S}{\rho} \right)_{\text{col}} \right]_{\text{med}}}{\theta} \tag{3.15}
\]

where \( \left[ \left( \frac{S}{\rho} \right)_{\text{col}} \right]_{\text{water}} \) is the ratio of the mean unrestricted mass collision stopping power in water to that in medium and \( \theta \) is the fluence factor.

In radiation therapy department, both high energy electrons and photons are used for the treatment of malignancies.

### 3.6. Protocols.

Several protocols were introduced previously for clinical reference dosimetry of external beam radiation therapy using photon beams with nominal energies between Co-60 and 50 MV and
electron beams with nominal energies between 4 and 50 MeV. Some of these protocols were used in this study. They were written by Task Group 21 (TG-21) and Task Group 51 (TG-51) of the Radiation Therapy Committee of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) and were formally approved by AAPM for clinical use. These were followed by Technical Report Series 277 (TRS-277), Technical Report Series 381 and lastly the Technical Report Series 398 (TRS-398) of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which was introduced in 2001. The TG-21, TG-51, TRS-277 and TRS-381 protocols were based on the calibration factor in air \( N_{\text{gas}} \), whilst the TRS-398 is based on the calibration factor in water \( N_{D,w} \) thus absorbed dose to water, since the quantity relates closely to the biological effects of radiation (TG-21, TG-51, TRS-277, TRS-381, TRS-398).

The TRS-398 was used for dosimetry measurements in this study, for both high energy electron beams and high energy photon beams. When a dosimeter is used in a beam of quality \( Q \) different from that used in its calibration, \( Q_0 \), the absorbed dose to water is given by:

\[
D_{w,Q} = M_Q N_{D,w,Q} k_{Q,Q_0}
\]  

(3.16)

where the factor \( k_{Q,Q_0} \) corrects the effects of the difference between the reference beam quality \( Q_0 \) and the actual user quality \( Q \). The dosimeter reading \( M_Q \) has been corrected to the reference values of influence quantities (temperature and pressure), other than beam quality, for which the calibration factor is valid, and \( N_{D,w,Q} \) is the absorbed dose calibration factor in water.

\[
k_{Q,Q_0} = \frac{(S_{w,\text{air}})_{Q_0} P_Q}{(S_{w,\text{air}})_{Q_0} P_{Q_0}}
\]  

(3.17)

which depends only on quotients of water to air stopping power ratios and perturbation factors at the beam quality \( Q \) and \( Q_0 \).

\[
k_{TP} = \frac{(273.2 + T) P_0}{(273.2 + T_0) P}
\]  

(3.18)
where $T_0$ and $P_0$ are temperature and pressure of the day respectively. $T$ and $P$ are the standard temperature and pressure (which are 22 °C and 1013 mbar respectively) with $k_{TP}$ being the temperature and pressure correction factor applied to the dosimeter reading $M_Q$.

3.7. Statistical Analysis.

The statistical analysis was used to analyze the absolute dose measurements measured over a period of three months to determine the reliability and accuracy of the profiler 2 scanning system in measuring the dose. A common form of scientific experimentation is the comparison of two groups. This comparison could be of two different treatments, the comparison of treatment to control, or before or after comparison.

Every value of the variable differs from the sample mean by some specific amount which is called its deviation (Veer B. R. 2006, Indrayan A. 2006). The deviation ($d$) of an observation ($X$) is given by the following equation:

$$ d = X - \bar{X} \quad (3.19) $$

The mean deviation is an average mean of the deviations of values from the central tendency, which can either be arithmetic mean, mode or median. Therefore the mean deviation can be defined as the mean of all the deviations in a given set of data obtained from an average.

$$ \text{Mean Deviation (MD)} \bar{x} = \frac{\sum (X - \bar{X})}{N} \quad (3.20) $$

where $\sum (X - \bar{X})$ is a deviation of the mid value of the class from the population mean.

$N$ is a total number of observations.

The standard deviation of a series is the positive square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of deviations of the various items from the arithmetic mean of the series also called root mean square deviation (Veer B. R. 2006, Indrayan A. 2006).
This is given by a formula:

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum X^2}{N}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

where \( \sigma \) is a standard deviation.

\( X \) is deviation obtained from actual mean.

\( N \) is a total number of observations.

The variance is the arithmetic mean of the squares of sum of the deviations from the mean value of the data (Veer B. R. 2006), which is given by the following formula:

\[
\text{Variance } \sigma^2 = V = \frac{\sum (X - \bar{X})^2}{n}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

where \( n \) is a number of degrees of freedom.

Therefore, the coefficient of variance is then given by:

\[
CV = \left(\frac{\text{standard deviation}}{\text{Mean}}\right) \times 100 = \frac{\sigma \times 100}{\bar{X}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

The coefficient of variation is a measure of relative dispersion.

**3.8. Characterization of the linear accelerator beam.**

A figure below shows the beam profile and its description:

![Beam Profile Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.10:** Depth dose profile for a linear accelerator beam (Elekta Synergy Platform 2008).

From figure 3.10, the distance $a$ defines the beam uniformity (flatness), distance $d1$ and $d2$, describes the beam symmetry, and distance $b$, defines the geometrical beam field size which is the 50% of the isodose curve (Wysocka A. et al 2000). The dose at any depth is greatest on the central axis of the beam and gradually decreases towards the edges of the beam (or exhibits horns - which are areas of high dose) near the surface in the periphery of the field. Near the edges of the beam (the penumbra region), the dose rate decreases rapidly as a function of lateral distance from the beam axis. This fall-off is also caused by the reduced side scatter (Yin F. F. 1995, Weber L. et al 1997). Outside the geometric limits of the beam and the penumbra, the dose variation is the results of side scatter from the field and both leakage and scatter from the collimator system (Khan F. M. 2003).
For the energy beam specification, the central axis depth dose curve is characterized as shown in figure 3.11.

![Figure 3.11: Typical electron beam central axis depth dose curve (ICRU 35 1984).](image)

Figure 3.11 shows a typical electron beam central axis depth dose curve measured in water. In general the electron beams exhibits a high surface dose as compared to the photon beams due to its less penetrative capabilities. The dose builds up to the maximum ($D_{\text{max}}$), at a depth referred to as depth of maximum dose ($Z_{\text{max}}$) (Gerbi B. J. et al 1990).

As the beam travels further in medium, there is a continuation of energy loss and scattering of the electrons and thus this is responsible for the sharp fall-off of dose beyond the $Z_{\text{max}}$, as compared to photon beams where the fall-off is gradual. As the beam travels further in the medium, the small dose levels results in the photon contamination (Bremsstrahlung Tail), as compared to the electron contamination in the photon beam at deep depths. The rate of fall-off in the electron beam vary with the incident electron beam, i.e., as the electron beam energy increases, the rate of dose fall-off decreases (i.e. low energy electron beam results in a sharper dose fall-off as compared to higher energy electron beam) (Nilsson B. et al 1986, Zhu T. C. et al 1989, Sjögren R. et al 1996, Saini A. S. et al 2004).
At energies as high as approximately 20 MeV, the percentage depth dose curves lose their sharp
dose fall-off, and begin to take the characteristics of a photon beams due to bremsstrahlung
CHAPTER 4

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. Equipments.

In this chapter the equipments, materials and methods used are discussed.

4.1.1. Linear accelerator.

The Elekta Synergy linear accelerator is one of the state of the art linac equipped with Multi Leaf Collimator (MLC) for field shaping. The machine produce the 6 and 15 MV photon beams used for treatment of deep seated tumors and 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV electron beams for superficial treatment of cancer tumors and other malignancies (Khan F. M. et al 1991). Picture 1 show the Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator used in this study.

![Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator (model 151834).](image)

**Picture 1:** Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator (model 151834).
4.1.2. 3D-water phantom.

The 3D-water phantom (75 \(\times\) 70.5 \(\times\) 49.5 cm\(^3\)) model 9860 from multi-data scanning system is an MP3 large size motorized phantom with up to 60 cm detector moving range and it allows for full scatter contribution for a 40 \(\times\) 40 cm\(^2\) field size data. The system allows for scanning of beam data (profiles) in cross-plane, in-plane (x and y) directions and diagonal directions as well as in depth (z) direction. The water phantom must be filled with water to the level deep enough to allow the beam scanning to the depth of 30 cm (Schmid M. G. et al 1989, Mellenberg D. E. et al 1990). The water phantom consists of a remote controlled, precision probe positioning mechanism mounted into it and designed to measure complete radiation field characteristics in any of three scanning planes. The probe carriage is supported on both sides and remains submerged when the detector is at or above the water surface. The probe holders are indexed for rotation at 45° intervals and shaped to minimize water ripple (Das I. J. et al 2008). The water phantom uses finite precision stepping motors, where the number of digital impulses corresponds directly to the travel distance. In addition, an independent high resolution potentiometric measurement circuit exists to verify the actual performance of the direct positioning drive. Specially designed stainless steel cables are used for positioning to avoid mechanical hysteresis in detector position and to provide tight, but smooth motion during scanning (Das I. J. et al 2008).

The water phantom is made from stress relieved acrylic with glued seams. The left, front and right side walls are nominal 1 cm thick, providing a horizontal 'window' access from the front. The clear water phantom provides extra visibility of the light field and facilitates its leveling and setup by using the treatment machine's patient positioning lasers (Das I. J. et al 2008). The scanning mechanism's design is extremely efficient in using all the water volume available and provides excellent water surface access, assuring easy positioning of even the largest Electron Cone (applicator). All parts in contact with water are corrosion resistant stainless steel or selected plastic materials. Stainless steel is used only where it is required for rigidity and strength, and then only in the form of air-filled, thin-walled tubes to minimize scatter (Kalachi N. I. et al 2003, Das I. J. et al 2008). The water phantom is fully interfaced with Multidata's Real-Time Dosimetry (RTD) system equipment and is interconnected to the electrometer and signal
conditioning unit using an extra shielded, thin and round interconnect cable. The interface consists of six digitally pulsed lines (a plus and minus direction line for each axis), and three analog position output lines. This phantom will be used for scanning beam data (profiles and depth doses). The 1D-water phantom (31 × 33.5 × 38 cm$^3$, model PK266M-01A, WQP 51790 Multidata QA Phantom) which allow for a 10×10 cm$^2$ field size set up used for absolute dose output measurements, from multi-data scanning system, it is an MP1 small size motorized phantom with up to at least 33 cm detector moving range in depth. It allows for measurements of depth doses and absolute dose measurements (Spokas J. J. et al 1980).

Picture 2 shows the 1D-water phantom used for absolute dosimetry.

![1D-Water phantom](image)

**Picture 2:** 1D-Water phantom.

### 4.1.3. Ionization chambers.

Ionization chambers have been used since the discovery of radiation and are still widely used due to their small variation in response to energy, dose, dose rate, and reproducibility. Ion-chambers are operated in the voltage range of 300 - 400V. They have an almost constant energy response
for megavoltage photon beams and can be used without corrections (Das I. J. et al 2004, Podgorsak E. B. et al 2005).

Since chambers can be calibrated against a national standard, they can provide a direct measure of the dose. Ion chambers are relatively inexpensive, readily available, and are manufactured in various shapes (cylindrical, spherical and parallel plate) and sizes [standard (\(10^1\text{cm}^3\)), both mini (\(10^2\text{cm}^3\)) and micro (\(10^3\text{cm}^3\))]. Two ionization chambers (Type PTW 31010) with sensitive volumes of 0.125 cm\(^3\) (which gives enough signal to use the chambers also for high precision absolute dose measurements) vented to air were used. The sensitive volume is approximately spherical resulting in a flat angular response and a uniform spatial resolution along all three axes of a water phantom. They are both waterproof, semi flexible design for easy mounting in the scanning water phantom, with a minimized directional response. These chambers will be used for scanning the radiation beam data (profiles and depth doses).

The PTW 30013 Farmer type ionization chamber is a waterproof, fully guarded chamber with a sensitive volume of 0.6 cm\(^3\) vented to air with graphite acrylic wall and an aluminum central electrode (Kim Y. K. et al 2005). It is the standard ion-chamber for absolute dose measurements in radiation therapy. Correction factors needed to determine absorbed dose to water or air Kerma are published in the pertinent dosimetry protocols. Its waterproof design allows the chamber to be used in water or in solid state phantoms. The acrylic chamber wall ensures the ruggedness of the chamber.

4.1.4. Electrometer.

The electrometers used with a water phantom scanning system have a high degree of fidelity with a wide dynamic range (Podgorsak E. B. 2003). They can measure charge in the range of \(10^6\) to \(10^{-14}\text{ C}\). They should be reset to zero before scanning. The response must be verified that it is linear before measuring any data in various gain range settings. A collected reading is a composite response of the detector and electrometer. The detector reading is normally microseconds whilst the electrometers are milliseconds, hence electrometer response is much critical in scanning (Podgorsak E. B. et al 2005). The Model 9855 Dual Channel Electrometer
Amplifier consists of two identical, radiation hardened, electrometer amplifier circuits with two isolated internal power supplies, one for the ion-chamber bias voltage and the other to provide power for the signal conditioning electronics. The amplifiers have exceptionally high input impedance and offer a special guarding and shielding configuration, designed to tolerate high cable capacitance without increased noise or degradation of the ion-chamber signal. The triaxial input is arranged to isolate the signal from the bias voltage through a shield at ground potential, allowing effective guarding up to the base of the ion-chamber (Das I. J. et al 2008).

The PTW Unidos E Universal dosimeter is an easy to use reference class or field class dosimeter for routine dosimetry. It is an economic high quality dosimeter for universal use in radiation therapy and diagnostic radiology. It complies with the following standards: IEC 60731 as a field class dosimeter, IEC 60731 as a reference class dosimeter, IPEM guidelines on dosimetry transfer instruments as a secondary standard dosimeter and IEC 61674 as a diagnostic dosimeter. It has a high accuracy, excellent resolution (1 fA) and wide dynamic measuring ranges. It has a high voltage (HV) power supply of ± 400V in increments of ± 50V. It measures the integrated dose (or charge) and dose rate (or current) simultaneously. It has an RS232 interface for device control and data output. The electrometer also has the capability to connect both the ionization chamber and the solid-state detectors.

4.1.5. Profiler 2 Scanning system.

A detector array system can be used for simultaneous data acquisition (beam profiles) over the entire open beam and offers the most suitable method for soft wedge (dynamic wedge or virtual wedge) profile measurements. The detector diodes are widely used for their quick response time (microseconds compared to milliseconds of an ion chamber), excellent spatial resolution, absence of external bias and high sensitivity (Zhu T. C. et al 1997, Sidhu N. P. 1999). They provide energy independent of mass collision stopping power ratios. The response of diodes detectors depends on temperature, dose rate (SSD or wedge), energy and some may have angular dependence as well.
The Model 1174 profiler 2 scanning system has two intended uses. Primarily, it is intended for Quality Assurance (QA) measurements and analysis of the radiation output profiles across the beam of an ionizing radiation treatment machine. Its secondary use is for the measurements of beam data in radiotherapy departments, for dose modeling in the treatment planning (Khrunov V. et al 1990, Heydarian M. et al 1993, Hoban P. W. et al 1994, Zhu T. C. et al 1997). The profiler 2 scanning system is an advanced beam QA tool with Y and X axes to simultaneously measure sagittal and axial profiles in real time for both photons and electron beams. The system uses 139 detectors which have the highest sensitivity and lowest volume of any dosimetric measurement system. Measuring only 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm, profiler 2 detectors are an amazing 1.9 × 10⁻⁵ cm³ ensuring accurate beam measurements under all conditions.

Picture 3 below shows the profiler 2 scanning system.

**Picture 3:** The profiler 2 scanning system.

The Y-axis consists of 83 detectors with 4 mm spacing, which is suitable for a field size of 30 cm at 100 cm SSD. The X-axis consists of 57 detectors with 4 mm spacing suitable for a field size of 20 cm at 100 cm SSD. The profiler 2 system uses virtual water build-up above the detector plane. The physical distance from the surface to the detectors is equal to the water equivalent distance (both 1.0 cm) (TG-62 2005, Griessbach I. et al 2005).
4.1.6. CMS XiO Treatment Planning System.

The CMS XiO TPS is a comprehensive 3D treatment planning platform that combines the latest tools and most robust dose calculation algorithms to allow users to generate plans quickly and accurately to optimize the delivery of radiation therapy (MeKenna M. G. et al 1995, TG-53 1998). The system is based on the pencil beam model, where physical quantities such as profiles and percentage depth dose curves are estimated using conventional method (Lamb A. et al 1998). The photon dose calculation model in this TPS system is based on convolution, superposition and Clarkson’s algorithms.

4.2. Beam data acquisition.

4.2.1. 3D-water phantom measurements.

Setting up the water phantom system properly can help improve the workflow, and more importantly, reduce the likelihood of collecting sub-optimal data, which may result in considerable amount of processing and sometimes may even require rescanning. Before setting up the water phantom for data collection, one has to check the existing cable run, set up the scanning computer alongside the accelerator controls to reduce the unnecessary movement across the control area, this can trim considerable time from the total data collection time (Das I. J. et al 2008). A periodic quality assurance must be warranted to check the free movement of each arm and the x, y, z and diagonal motion. Accuracy and precision should be checked over the long range of scanning system. Physical conditions of the tank, such as leaks, cracks, and mechanical stability, as well as the quality of connecting cables for leakage and reproducibility should also be checked before the use of the scanning system for beam data collection. All components of the scanning system must match, i.e., from the same manufacturer. Defects or communication errors in any components must be verified. In general, two detectors (or ion-chambers) are needed for scanning a field or a scanning detector that moves in the tank as programmed and a reference detector, which is stationary in the field. The reference detector is recommended because it removes the instantaneous fluctuations or drifts in the incident beam output. Both the scanning and reference detectors must be securely mounted with custom or
vendor specific holders in order to produce accurate and reproducible scans. Metallic adapters and holders should be avoided for securing the detector in the scanning system, as scatter radiation could affect the data accuracy. The reference detector may be positioned anywhere in the beam where it does not shadow the field detector for the entire area of programmed positions. The field and reference detectors should be chosen based on the application of the beam data. Generally, the detectors supplied with the scanning system have identical dimension in active length and inner diameter. The 3D-water phantom was setup under the linear accelerator as shown in picture 4 for the measurements of the photons (6 and 15 MV) beam data.

**Picture 4:** Setup of the 3D-water phantom for measurements of photon beams data.
The water phantom (over a water reservoir) was filled with water to allow the scanning ionization chamber to scan to the depth of 30 cm. The water phantom was positioned and labelled appropriately to ensure the quality of data and to detect possible sources of error in scan data. The water phantom was setup such that the orientation is such that the scanning chamber scans with the least amount of moving parts. The tank origin (0, 0, 0 cm) was set at the machine-isocenter. The water phantom was aligned with the lasers such that x-axis is the cross-plane (left-right) and y-axis is the in-plane (gun-target) direction. The water phantom levelling was performed using a spirit level. The two ionization chambers (Type PTW 31010) were connected as shown in figure 4.1 below with one chamber used as a reference chamber to adjust for the signal from the linear accelerator and to setup the gain for maximum charge to be collected, and the other chamber in water for scanning the beam.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1:** Connection setup of the scanning ionization chambers.

The scanning ionization chamber was levelled with water surface in all four corners of the tank and the directional movements (x, y and z) were established as shown in picture 4.
The z-direction movement of the chamber was verified to be parallel and follow the central axis of the machine at 0° gantry angle and 0° collimator angle. The SSD (source surface distance) was setup to 100 cm using both the lasers and the ODI (optical distance indicator). The scanning ion-chamber was then positioned such that the centre of the chamber splits the water surface and the reflected image and the ion-chamber makes a perfect circle. This position was then denoted the zero position, and this was set on the scanning computer for scanning purposes. Water evaporation can cause a change in zero depth, therefore the water level was checked periodically every 6 hours during the day. The water phantom scanning system’s orientation was verified with the gantry axes. Before the beam data was collected, the acquisition plans were setup on the scanning computer. These plans specify the radiation field information including treatment machine, setup geometry (SSD, FSDD), beam energy and field size. They also specify the scan data point information including study type (single point, depth dose, rectilinear or fan beam profiles, radial profiles, grid, and etc), data point positions, scan positions, and scanning variables like depth, energy or wedges, etc.

For photon beams (6 and 15 MV), the acquisition plans were setup on a scanning computer using the RTD (real time dosimetry) multidata scanning software for data collection for the following field sizes: $6 \times 6 \, \text{cm}^2$, $10 \times 10 \, \text{cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \, \text{cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \, \text{cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \, \text{cm}^2$ all at the depths of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5 cm.

For electron beams (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV), the acquisition plans were also setup on a scanning computer using the RTD (real time dosimetry) multidata scanning software for the following standard electron cones (applicators) sizes: $6 \times 6 \, \text{cm}^2$, $10 \times 10 \, \text{cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \, \text{cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \, \text{cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \, \text{cm}^2$ all at the depths of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5 cm. Setup for electron beams scanning:
All the data collected were sent to excel spread sheet for analysis. Only the $10 \times 10\,\text{cm}^2$ beam data at 1.0 cm depth were sent to CMS XiO treatment planning system for modelling.

4.4.2. Profiler 2 scanning system measurements.

Before the profiler 2 scanning system can be used, it needs to be calibrated properly, both for array calibration and dose calibration to set the amplifier gain of each detector before it can be used for scanning. Array calibration uses a wide-field procedure to measure the relative sensitivity differences between profiler 2 detectors. The sensitivity differences are stored as individual correction factors to be applied to the raw measurements from each detector (Zhu T. C. et al 1997, Saini A. S. et al 2002, Lilie L. et al 2007).

The correction factors eliminate response differences between the individual detector circuits. For the array calibration of all beam energies, four exposures were taken. For photon beams (both the 6 and 15 MV) array calibrations, the linear accelerator cross hairs were centred on the detector 42 (array centre) with the $+Y$ axis towards the couch foot with the SSD of 100 cm and
the field size of $35 \times 35$ cm$^2$. The nominal gain was set to 4 for the exposure of 200 MU/min set on the accelerator. This is shown on figure 4.2 below.

![Array Calibration](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Cross hairs setup for array calibration (Profiler 2 reference guide 2010).

The second exposures were taken with the profiler 2 scanning system rotated through $180^\circ$ clockwise with the cross hairs on the centre detector. For the third exposures, the profiler 2 scanning system was shifted a distance of 4 mm in the -$Y$ direction, and the fourth exposures were taken with the profiler 2 shifted a distance of 4 mm in the -$X$ direction. The profiles were then verified and saved in a calibration file.

For all electron beam energies (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV) the linear accelerator cross hairs were also centred on the detector 42 (array centre) with the $+Y$ axis towards the couch foot with the SSD of 100 cm and the largest electron applicator of $25 \times 25$ cm$^2$. The nominal gain was also set to 4 for the exposure of 200 MU/min set on the accelerator. The second exposures for all electron beam energies were also taken with the profiler 2 scanning system rotated through $180^\circ$
clockwise with the cross hairs on the centre detector. For the third exposures, the profiler 2 scanning system was shifted a distance of 4 mm in the -Y direction, and the fourth exposures were taken with the profiler 2 shifted a distance of 4 mm in the -X direction. The profiles were then verified and saved in a calibration file. Absolute dose calibration, converts the profiler 2 corrected counts to dose values by applying a single calibration factor to all detectors.

For photon beams, the profiler 2 scanning system was positioned on the treatment couch under the linear accelerator with the cross hairs centred on detector 42 with a build up of 9 cm Perspex slabs to simulate the 10 cm depth of ion-chamber in water, the source to chamber distance (SCD) was set to 100 cm and the field size (FS) of 10 × 10 cm². The linear accelerator was set to deliver 100 MU/min dose output for both 6 and 15 MV photon beam energies. The dose calibration files were then saved (Georg D. et al 1999, Quach K. Y. et al 2000).

For electron beams (4, 6 and 8 MeV), the profiler 2 scanning system was also positioned on the treatment couch under the linear accelerator with cross hairs centred on detector 42 without build up (contrary to the 10, 12 and 15 MeV, where the 1 cm Perspex slab build up was used) with the SCD set to 100 cm and the electron applicator size of 10 × 10 cm² used (Tzedakis A. et al 2004).

The profiler 2 scanning system was setup under the linear accelerator as shown in the picture 6 below for the measurements of the beam data.
The profiler 2 scanning system was stored in the treatment room to allow for all parts of the instrument to reach the temperature equilibrium (Tailor R. C. et al 1998). The linear accelerator SSD was set to 100 cm with the gantry position at 0°. The beam profiles were collected for both photon and electron energies as follows:

Photon beams (6 and 15 MV): Perspex slabs were used as water equivalent for build up to simulate the depths. The following field sizes were scanned for both the 6 and 15 MV photon beams; $6 \times 6 \text{ cm}^2$, $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \text{ cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$, all at the depths of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5 cm which were achieved by putting Perspex slabs on top of the profiler 2 scanning system whilst adjusting the treatment couch vertically to maintain the SSD of 100 cm.

Electron beams (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV): The same Perspex slabs were used for electron measurements. All electron beam energies (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV) were also scanned for the standard applicator sizes: $6 \times 6 \text{ cm}^2$, $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \text{ cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$, all at the depths of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5 cm, which were archived by putting Perspex
slabs on top of the profiler 2 scanning system whilst adjusting the treatment couch vertically to maintain the SSD of 100 cm.

The profiler 2 scanning system is designed to measure beam profiles rather than depth doses, therefore the 0.6 cm$^3$ farmer type ion chamber inserted in a calibration block was used for the measurements of depth doses in Perspex for all applicators and field sizes (Song H. et al 2006). The ion chamber was positioned in a calibration block (which is 5 cm thick) at 4.4 cm and 0.6 cm on the treatment couch at SSD = 100 cm. Perspex slabs with varying thicknesses (0.1 cm, 0.2 cm, 0.3 cm, 0.5 cm and 1 cm) were added on top of the block to simulate depths, whilst the SSD was kept constant by lowering the couch vertically to achieve SSD = 100 cm.

Picture 7 below show the setup of the calibration block under the linear accelerator for measurements of percentage depth doses.

![Setup of the Perspex block for measurements of the PDDs for photon beams data.](image)

**Picture 7:** Setup of the Perspex block for measurements of the PDDs for photon beams data.
4.2.3. Absolute dose measurements in water.

The IAEA TRS 398 dosimetry protocol was used as a code of practice for the initial reference dosimetry (beam calibration) for both photon and electron beams. The MP1 1D-water phantom was filled with water and the water was left in the treatment room for about 30 minutes to stabilize (reach equilibrium) with the room temperature before measurements were taken (Tailor R. C. et al 1998). For both the 6 and 15 MV photon beam calibrations, the reference conditions were first established as follows: The temperature \( T \) of water, and the pressure \( P \) of the room were noted, Gantry position set to 0°, Collimator position set to 0°, SSD = 100 cm, FS = 10 \( \times \) 10 cm\(^2\), \( z_{\text{ref}} \) (reference depth) = 10 cm, linear accelerator output setup = 100 MU/min. Three charge readings were collected for each beam energy to correct for statistical variations in the readings. These readings were corrected for temperature and pressure to calculate the dose according to equation (4.4) below. (TG-25 1991, IAEA TRS-398 2001): The measurements were taken at 10 cm depth, therefore the doses were corrected for depth using the percentage depth doses.

Consider the following figure for measurements of absolute doses.

![Diagram of Absolute dose measurements of beam data in water.](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Setup for Absolute dose measurements of beam data in water.

For all electron beams (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV) calibrations, the same reference conditions as in photon beams were used except that the 10 \( \times \) 10 cm\(^2\) electron applicator was used to define the field size, and measurements for each energy was taken at its specified reference depth as follows: 4 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 1.0 \) cm, 6 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 1.5 \) cm, 8 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 1.9 \) cm, 10 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 2.3 \) cm, 12 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 2.7 \) cm and 15 MeV \( (z_{\text{ref}}) = 3.5 \) cm.
When using an ionization chamber, the measured quantity is the half-value of the depth-ionization distribution in water, $R_{50,\text{ion}}$. This is the depth in water (in g.cm$^{-2}$) at which the ionization current is 50% of its maximum value. The half-value of the depth dose distribution in water $R_{50}$ is then obtained using:

$$R_{50} = 1.029 R_{50,\text{ion}} - 0.06 \text{gcm}^{-2} (R_{50,\text{ion}} \leq 10 \text{gcm}^{-2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)$$

$$R_{50} = 1.059 R_{50,\text{ion}} - 0.37 \text{gcm}^{-2} (R_{50,\text{ion}} > 10 \text{gcm}^{-2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)$$

Thus reference depths ($z_{\text{ref}}$) were determined according to the following formalism (TRS-398 2001):

$$z_{\text{ref}} = 0.6 R_{50} - 0.1 \text{gcm}^{-2} (R_{50} \text{ in gcm}^{-2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)$$

The following equation was used for the determination of dose for both the photon and electron beam calibrations.

$$D_{w,Q} = M_Q N_{D,w,Q} k_{Q,Q_b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)$$

### 4.2.4. Absolute dose measurements with Profiler 2 scanning system.

The profiler 2 scanning system was setup on the treatment couch under the linear accelerator with 9 cm build-up of Perspex slabs on top to achieve 10 cm depth of the detectors since they are 1 cm below from the surface of the profiler 2 scanning system for the measurements of absolute dose for photon beams (6 and 15 MV). The scanning system was left in the treatment room for about 30 min before the measurements were taken to achieve temperature equilibration with the room temperature (Tailor R. C. et al 1998, Shi J. 2003). The treatment couch was lowered such that the SSD = 100 cm. The same machine parameters as in MP1 1D-water phantom setup was used, and directs dose measurements were measured.
For electron beams (4, 6 and 8 MeV) dose measurements, 10 × 10 cm² electron applicator was used to define the field size, with the SSD = 100 cm without the build-up (Perspex slabs) due to less penetrating capabilities of these energies, and for electron beam energies (10, 12 and 15 MeV), a 1 cm Perspex slab was added for build-up and the treatment couch was moved vertically down to maintain the 100 cm SSD (Lilie L. et al 2007).

Six measurements were taken for all beam energies over a period of three months for statistical analysis (both in water and with the profiler 2 scanning system).

4.3. Beam modeling.

After the collection of scanned beam data, it was necessary to do some processing before sending data to treatment planning system for modelling. The multidata scanning system has numerous tools to process beam data, such as smoothing, centering of the beam, and making the beam symmetrical. The amount of processing depends on the type of the scanner, the accuracy of setup, and characteristics of the machine itself (Shi J. et al 2003, Ali O. et al 2011).

All measured data have a varying degree of noise depending on the system. Smoothing and filtering routines help remove noise and extract actual data. This is also a low pass filtering where high frequencies (abrupt, sharp, spike and wiggle) are eliminated. Numerous smoothing routines are applied using least square, median, arithmetic mean, geometric mean, moving average, cubic spline, exponential, envelope, Gaussian, Fourier transform, and Bezier (Shi J. et al 2003). In this study the least square and Gaussian smoothing built in the scanning system were used.

Only the 10 × 10 cm² beam data for both the photon and electron beams were exported to XiO CMS treatment planning system for modelling. Beam data were transferred as a batch to XiO CMS treatment planning system. The Beam Modelling Guide (BMG) is designed to help the user for initial modelling, since it provides the step-by-step approach to create beam models. The modelling process requires stretches of uninterrupted attention.
CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1. Overview.

Beam profiles, depth dose curves and absolute doses were measured in 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system using Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator. Measurements of beam profiles and depth dose curves were validated using CMS XiO treatment planning system. The measurements were performed for the following energies: 6 and 15 MV photon beams, and 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV electron beams with different field sizes (6 × 6 cm², 10 × 10 cm², 14 × 14 cm², 20 × 20 cm² and 25 × 25 cm²) at different depths (0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5.0 cm). All measurements were performed at SSD = 100 cm. The PDDs for the profiler 2 scanning system were measured using the Perspex block (CB) with Perspex slabs since the system is meant for profiles only and not PDDs.

5.2. Characterization of profiles and PDDs.

The shapes of PDDs and dose profiles are complex and there is coincidence between different dose distributions, thus resists characterization by any single number. We chose to evaluate deviations between 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system dose distributions along different dimensions as described below, especially following the recommendations of Both A. J. et al (2004).

Each quantity represents a difference of a kind:

\[ Q_{3WP} - Q_{2\text{prof}} \]  (5.1)

If described as a difference or:

\[ \left( \frac{Q_{3WP}}{Q_{2\text{WP}}} - \frac{Q_{2\text{prof}}}{Q_{2\text{WP}}} \right) \times 100\% \]  (5.2)
if described as a percentage difference, where $Q$ is a quantity of interest.

The notations are as follows:

$\Delta_{1,PDD}$ ($R_{80}$ for electron beams, and $PDD_{10}$ for photon beams): for points on the central beam axis beyond $d_{\text{max}}$ to depth at which dose is 10% of maximum. This quantity is the displacement along the central axis direction of the 3D-water phantom isodose curves from the profiler 2 scanning system curves (LaRiviere P. D. 1989, Kosunen A. et al 1993, Followill D. S. et al 1998) and the limit is 2% for photons and 1 mm for electrons.

$\Delta_{2,PDD}$ (Build up region in PDDs): for points on the central beam axis in the build-up region, also a displacement of isodose curves.

$RW_{50}$: (Field size): difference in radiological width, which is defined as the width of the profile at half its central axis value with a limit of 2 mm for field sizes less than $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$, and 4 mm for field sizes greater than $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$.

$Fr$ (Penumbra): difference in the beam fringe or penumbra, which we define as the distance between the 80% and 20% of the maximum points on the profile. It is also defined as the region at the edge of a radiation beam, over which the dose rate changes rapidly as a function of distance from the beam axis (i.e. the distance between the 80% and the 20% isodose of the profile) with a limit of $\pm 12 \text{ mm}$ (Metcalfe P. et al 1993, Herrup D. et al 2005, Chang K. S. et al 1996).

$\Delta_{3}$ (Flatness): for points within the beam but away from the central axis, measured as a percentage difference of the local dose. This includes points just off the central axis to point sat 95% of the central axis dose. In the computation of $\Delta_{3}$ we sampled only the primary axis profiles. Flatness or Uniformity can also be defined as the maximum ratio of the maximum absorbed dose (anywhere in the radiation field) to the minimum absorbed dose in the flattened area at the standard measurement depth with a limit of 3%.

$\Delta_{4}$ (Symmetry): for points of profiles outside the beam geometrical edges, where both dose and dose gradient are low, measured as a percentage difference of the central axis dose at the same depth, namely:
This quantity is measured at points where the dose is less than 7% of the maximum value on the profile as stated by Both A. J. et al (2004). Symmetry can also be defined as the maximum ratio of the absorbed dose at any two points, symmetrically displaced (the symmetry ratio) about the beam axis and within the flattened area at the standard measurement depth with a limit of 3%.

The following figures show the graphical summary of indices of accuracy used to assess quality of comparison between 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system (Perspex block) beam data for photon beams and electron beams respectively.

**Figure 5.1:** (a) Photon beam profiles. (b) Photon beam PDDs.
**Figure 5.2:** (a) Electron beam profiles. (b) Electron beams PDDs.

5.3. Photon beams.

5.3.1. Profiles for 6 MV photon beam.

Figures 5.3.(i) to (iv) show beam profiles for 6 MV photon beam measured with 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system at 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5.0 cm depth respectively.
Figure 5.3. (i): Beam profiles measured at 0.5 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(ii): Beam profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
(iii): Beam profiles measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(iv): Beam profiles measured at 5.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
From these figures 5.3 (i)–(iv), it was evident that the profiler 2 scanning system beam profiles for the 6 MV photon beam measured for different field sizes at different depths followed the same trend as for the 3D-water phantom beam profiles, except that the profiles are prolonged on the profiler 2 scanning system at the wash-out region as compared to the 3D-water phantom. This could be due to a number of diode detectors receiving the signal in the profiler 2 scanning system outside the field region.

5.3.2. Profiles for 15 MV photon beam.

Figures 5.4. (i) to (iv) show beam profiles for 15 MV photon beam measured with 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system at 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm and 5.0 cm depth respectively.

![Figure 5.4. (i): Beam profiles measured at 0.5 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.](image)
(ii): Beam profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(iii): Beam profiles measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
(iv): Beam profiles measured at 5.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom beam. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

From these figures 5.4 (i) - (iv), similar argument as for the 6 MV photon beam was seen for the 15 MV photon beam.
Figure 5.5 show a comparison between the 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system beam profiles for all field sizes measured for the 6 and 15 MV photon beam at 1.0 cm depth.

From these figures 5.5 (a) and (b), it was evident that the two systems (profiler 2 scanning system and 3D-water phantom) beam profiles for the 6 MV (a) and 15 MV (b) photon beams compared very well within the recommended limits of 2 mm (± 2 %) in general, except for the 25 x 25 cm² field size beam profiles for the 15 MV photon beam where there was a slightly high difference in the wash-out area. This could be due to the inherent 0.9 cm build-up of Perspex in the profiler 2 scanning system which has the density close to that of water but not the same.

5.3.3. PDDs for 6 MV photon beam.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows the comparison of the 3D-water phantom and the Perspex block PDDs for all field sizes for 6 and 15 MV photon beams respectively.
5.3.4. PDDs for 15 MV photon beam.

Figure 5.7: PDDs for the 15 MV photon beam. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.
From these figures 5.6 and 5.7, it was evident that the Perspex block PDD measurements followed the same trend as the 3D-water phantom PDD measurements for both the 6 MV and 15 MV photon beams respectively. From these results one can deduce that there was a shift in the buildup region with the Perspex block measurements. This was due to the inherent buildup in the Perspex block of 0.6 cm that caused the shift in that area and thus restricts measurements at 0 cm depth (surface) to be taken with the Perspex block. The other limitation with the Perspex block measurements was the availability of number of Perspex slabs to be able to measure PDDs at depths deeper than 10 cm, as it was clear from the PDDs that only measurements up to 10 cm depth were taken.

5.4. Electron beams.

5.4.1. Profiles for electron beams.

![Figure 5.8 (i): Comparison of measured beam profiles for 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system for 4 MeV electron beam measured at 0.5 cm depth.](image)

From figure 5.8 (i), one can deduce that there was a shift between the profiler 2 scanning system and the 3D-water phantom on the $25 \times 25 \ \text{cm}^2$ beam profile which was well within the recommended limits of 2 mm ($\pm 2 \%$). The profiler 2 scanning system beam profile for the
$25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size showed noise in the uniform area suggesting that there was some inconsistency / stability in the sensitivity of the detector diodes during that particular scan / measurement for the 4 MeV electron beam.

The following figures (Figures 5.8. (ii) to (vi)) show the 6 to 15 MeV electron beam profiles for the 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system measured at 1.0 cm depth respectively.

(ii): Beam profiles for 6 MeV measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(iii): Beam profiles for 8 MeV measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
(iv): Beam profiles for 10 MeV measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(v): Beam profiles for 12 MeV measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
**(vi):** Beam profiles for 15 MeV measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

The following figures 5.6. (vii) to (x), show the 8 to 15 MeV electron beam profiles for the 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system measured at 2.0 cm depth respectively.

**(vii):** Beam profiles for 8 MeV measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
(viii): Beam profiles for 10 MeV measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

(ix): Beam profiles for 12 MeV measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
(x): Beam profiles for 15 MeV measured at 2.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.

The following figures 5.6, (xi) (a) and (b), show the 15 MeV electron beam profiles for the 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system measured at 5.0 cm depth respectively.

(xi): Beam profiles for 15 MeV measured at 5.0 cm depth. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Profiler 2 scanning system.
From these figures 5.8 (i) to (xi), it was evident that the profiler 2 scanning system beam profiles for the electron beams measured for different field sizes at different depths followed the same trend as for the 3D-water phantom beam profiles, except that for electron beams the profiles are prolonged on the 3D-water phantom at the wash-out region as compared to the profiler 2 scanning system profiles. This could be due to the less sensitivity of detector diodes to electron beam. In general, the beam profiles for the $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size for the profiler 2 scanning system presents with noise in the uniform area.

The following figures 5.8 (xii) and (xiv), show the comparison between the 3D-water phantom and profiler 2 scanning system beam profiles for all field sizes measured 1.0 cm depth respectively.

(xii): Comparison of beam profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 6 MeV electron beam. (b) 8 MeV electron beam.
(xiii): Comparison of beam profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 10 MeV electron beam. (b) 12 MeV electron beam.

(xiv): Comparison of beam profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth for the 15 MeV electron beam.
From figures 5.8 (xii) and (xiv) one can deduce that the comparison was good well within recommended limits of 2 mm (± 2 %). The differences in the horn areas (areas of high dose) were within 2 mm (± 2 %), the penumbra regions (edges of the beam) were also within 2 mm (± 2 %), as well as in the wash-out areas (areas of dose variation as a result of both leakage and scatter from the collimator system). Elder P. J. et al (1995) has found an agreement to within 1.5 % for the ionization chamber measurements and the solid state detector beam profiles, whilst Leavitt D. D. et al (1990) has found a maximum difference of 2.7 %. In general, one can say the noise in the beam profiles for the profiler 2 scanning system for the 25 × 25 cm² can also be due to some statistical error and electronic instability in the diode detector or variations in the sensitivity of the detectors as stated by Elder P. J. et al (1995).

5.4.2. PDDs for electron beams.

The following figures 5.9 (i) to (v), shows the PDDs for all field sizes measured in the 3D-water phantom and Perspex (calibration) block for electron beam energies.

![Figure 5.9 (i): Measured PDDs for 6 MeV. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.](image)
(ii): Measured PDDs for 8 MeV. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.

(iii): Measured PDDs for 10 MeV. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.
(iv): Measured PDDs for 12 MeV. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.

(v): Measured PDDs for 15 MeV. (a) 3D Water phantom. (b) Perspex block.
(vi). Comparison of PDDs for all electron beam energies. (a) 3D-water phantom. (b) Perspex block.

From figures 5.9 (i) to (vi), it was evident that the Perspex block PDD measurements follow the same trend as the 3D-water phantom measurements as expected. There was a shift in the buildup region for the Perspex block measurements due to the inherent buildup of 0.6 cm in the Perspex block. Therefore the Perspex block can be used to measure PDDs comparable to the 3D-water phantom PDDs provided some corrections are applied, like depth correction and density of water to Perspex correction. PDDs were also measured up to the depth of 10 cm due to the limited availability of Perspex slabs.

5.5. Analysis of tables.

The following tables are the results of the analysis of the comparison of the beam data profiles and PDDs between the 3D-water phantom and the profiler 2 scanning system (Perspex block).
Table 1: Comparison of beam profiles for the 6 MV photon beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom</th>
<th>Profiler 2 scanning system</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS (cm)</td>
<td>Δ₄ (%)</td>
<td>Δ₃ (%)</td>
<td>Fᵣ (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6×6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10×10</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14×14</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20×20</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25×25</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of beam profiles for the 15 MV photon beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom</th>
<th>Profiler 2 scanning system</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS (cm)</td>
<td>Δ₄ (%)</td>
<td>Δ₃ (%)</td>
<td>Fᵣ (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6×6</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10×10</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14×14</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20×20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25×25</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Comparison of beam quality for the 6 and 15 MV photon beams for a 10 × 10 cm² field size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (MV)</th>
<th>Standard (%)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom (%)</th>
<th>Diff. (%)</th>
<th>Perspex block (%)</th>
<th>Diff. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>67.04</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>69.19</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>74.97</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>77.76</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of beam quality for all electron beams for a 10 × 10 cm² applicator size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (MeV)</th>
<th>Standard (mm)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom</th>
<th>Perspex Block (mm)</th>
<th>Diff. (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>28.04</td>
<td>27.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>34.21</td>
<td>33.15</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>40.89</td>
<td>38.47</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.59</td>
<td>48.31</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 5:** Comparison of beam profiles for the 4 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom</th>
<th>Profiler 2 scanning system</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta_4$ (%)</td>
<td>$\Delta_3$ (%)</td>
<td>$F_r$ (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Comparison of beam profiles for the 6 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>3D-water phantom</th>
<th>Profiler 2 scanning system</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta_4$ (%)</td>
<td>$\Delta_3$ (%)</td>
<td>$F_r$ (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 7: Comparison of beam profiles for the 8 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>1.627</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.400</td>
<td>1.671</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8: Comparison of beam profiles for the 10 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>1.666</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.230</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9: Comparison of beam profiles for the 12 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>1.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>1.110</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>2.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>1.629</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Comparison of beam profiles for the 15 MeV electron beam at 0.5 cm depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta_4$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$ (%)</th>
<th>$F_r$ (cm)</th>
<th>$RW_{50}$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 × 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 × 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>1.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>2.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 × 25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>1.644</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From tables 1 and 2, the maximum difference in symmetry was 1.6 % for the 6 MV photon beam for the $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size and 1.5 % for the 15 MV photon beam for field sizes ($10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$, $14 \times 14 \text{ cm}^2$ and $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$). The maximum difference in flatness was 2.27 % for the 6 MV photon beam for a $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size and 2.47 % for the 15 MV photon beam for a $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ field size, which were well within the recommended limit of $\pm 3 \%$. The penumbra maximum difference was -0.334 cm for the 6 MV photon beam for a $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ and for the 15 MV photon beam was -1.211 cm for a $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ which was just outside the recommended limit of 1.2 cm and this can be due to insufficient scatter contribution from the profiler 2 scanning system. The field size maximum difference was 0.187 cm for the 6 MV photon beam for a $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and 0.339 cm for the 15 MV photon beam for a $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ which were well within the recommended limit of 0.2 cm for smaller field sizes and 0.4 cm for a $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and for larger field sizes. It was evident that the 6 MV photon beam flatness for the field sizes $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ needed to be adjusted, same as for the 15 MV photon beam, the flatness of the field sizes $14 \times 14 \text{ cm}^2$, $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ and $25 \times 25 \text{ cm}^2$ also needed to be adjusted.

From table 3, the largest difference in PDD$_{10}$ was 1.69 % from the standard value for a 6 MV and 1.26 % for the 15 MV photon beam as argued by Kosunen A. et al (1993) that PDD$_{10}$ is a better beam quality specifier since a pure photon beam specifies stopping power ratios within 0.2 % for all thick target bremsstrahlung. It maintains its sensitivity for high energy beams and has a simple physical and clinical meaning than TPR$_{20,10}$, because stopping power ratios for the same value of TPR$_{20,10}$ can vary by up to 0.7 % for thick target bremsstrahlung beams. The value of TRP$_{20,10}$ becomes insensitive to beam quality changes for high energy beams and it has little intuitive meaning. From table 4, the deviation in $R_{80}$ values (PDD values near the end of the electron range) compared very well to within 2 mm with the standard values for all electron energies as stated by King R. P. et al (2000), except for the 12 and 15 MeV electron beams when the 3D-water phantom is compared to profiler 2 scanning system. The highest difference of 2.28 mm was obtained with the 15 MeV electron beam and 2.42 mm for the 12 MeV electron beam.
From tables 5 to 10, the maximum difference in symmetry was 1.2 % for the 4 MeV electron beam for the 6 × 6 cm² applicator size and for the 12 MeV electron beam for the applicator size of 20 × 20 cm². The maximum difference in flatness was 2.77 % for the 4 MeV electron beam for a 10 × 10 cm² applicator size which were within the recommended limit of ± 3 %. The penumbra maximum difference was 1.708 cm for the 8 MeV electron beam for a 25 × 25 cm² applicator size which was outside the limit of 1.2 cm and the maximum field size difference was 2.388 cm for the 6 MeV electron beam for a 20 × 20 cm² applicator size, which was outside the recommended limit of 0.4 cm. In general the field size difference was out of the recommended limit for all electron energies for the field sizes 14 × 14 cm² and 20 × 20 cm².

5.6. Validation of beam data.

The beam data were validated by exporting the 10 × 10 cm² field size profiles measured at 1.0 cm depth and PDDs to CMS XiO TPS for modeling. After modeling, data was exported back to excel spreadsheet for comparison. This comparison was achieved by superimposing these beam data for all three systems (3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system and CMS XiO treatment planning system).
The following figures show the comparisons of beam data.

5.6.1. Photon beams (Profiles).

![Graphs showing photon beam comparisons](image)

**Figure 5.10**: Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system and CMS XiO TPS photon beam profiles for the 10×10 cm² field size measured at 5.0 cm depth. (a) 15 MV. (b) 6 MV.

From figure 5.10, it was evident that the comparison between the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system and CMS XiO TPS beam profiles for both the 6 and 15 MV photon beams was good to within 1 mm (± 1 %) with the limit of ± 3 % (3 mm) as recommended by CMS XiO TPS for the 10 × 10 cm² field size measured at 5.0 cm depth. Therefore this validate that the profiler 2 scanning system to be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom for profile measurements.
5.6.2. Photon beams (PDDs).

![Graph comparing PDDs for different beam configurations](image)

**Figure 5.11:** Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, Perspex block and CMS XiO TPS PDDs for the $10 \times 10$ cm$^2$ for the 6 and 15 MV photon beams.

From figure 5.11, one can deduce that the PDD measurements comparison for the 3D-water phantom, Perspex block and XiO CMS TPS was very well within recommended limits especially at the depth of maximum dose ($d_{max}$) and at depth up to 5 cm. The deviation was outside the recommended limit at the buildup region and becomes worse at depths larger than 5 cm with the Perspex block. This simply meant that the Perspex block cannot be used to substitute the 3D-water phantom for PDD measurements for commissioning of a linear accelerator, but only as a rough estimate for the energy checks in quality assurance measurements.
5.6.3. Electron beams (Profiles).

Figure 5.12 (i): Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system, and CMS XiO TPS electron beam profiles for the 10 × 10 cm² field sizes measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 4 MeV. (b) 6 MeV.

(ii): Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system, and CMS XiO TPS electron beam profiles for the 10 × 10 cm² field sizes measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 8 MeV. (b) 10 MeV.
(iii): Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system, and CMS XiO TPS electron beam profiles for the $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$ field sizes measured at 1.0 cm depth. (a) 12 MeV. (b) 15 MeV.

From figures 5.12 (i) to (iii), it was evident that the comparison between the 3D-water phantom, profiler 2 scanning system and CMS XiO TPS beam profiles for all electron beam energies was good with a slight shift of the profiler 2 scanning system profiles from the 3D-water phantom and CMS XiO TPS both at the horns and at the penumbra region within recommended limit of $\pm 3 \%$ (3 mm) as recommended by CMS XiO TPS. Therefore this validate that the profiler 2 scanning system to be used as a substitute for the 3D-water phantom for profile measurements.
5.6.4. Electron beams (PDDs).

![Graph showing PDD comparison](image)

**Figure 5.13:** Comparison of the 3D-water phantom, the Perspex block and CMS XiO TPS PDDs for the $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$ applicator size for all electron energies (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV).

From figure 5.13 it was evident that as the energy of the electron increases, the particles scattered from the insert (applicator size) with enough energy to reach the point of measurement, thus the outer-scatter electrons are compensated by in-scatter electrons (from the insert edges) virtually maintaining constant particle fluence at the depth of measurement as stated by Turian J. V. et al. (2004). The deviations appear to be larger for depths beyond the $R_{50}$. From table 10, the 12 MeV and 15 MeV $R_{80}$'s were outside the tolerance limit of 1 mm with 2.42 mm for the 12 MeV and 2.28 mm for the 15 MeV. However Turian J. V. et al (2004) has also reported a maximum $\gamma$ index of 1.154 for the 9 MeV electron beam which correspond to a maximum difference of about 2.3 %, and for a $20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2$ applicator they reported a maximum $\gamma$ index of 1.2 for the same electron beam which corresponds to a maximum difference of about 2.4 %.
5.7. Absolute dose comparisons.

The IAEA TRS-398 dosimetry protocol was followed for the determination of absolute dose measurements in water. The profiler 2 scanning system was calibrated such that it gives the dose output for all photon and electron energies under similar conditions (temperature and pressure) as the dosimetry measurements in water. The dose measurements were acquired for both systems over a period of three months with an error limit of ± 3 %.

The following table shows the results of absolute dose comparisons.
Table 11: Comparison of absolute dose measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (MeV)</th>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Week 3</th>
<th>Week 5</th>
<th>Week 7</th>
<th>Week 9</th>
<th>Week 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dose (cGy)</td>
<td>Dose (cGy)</td>
<td>Dose (cGy)</td>
<td>Dose (cGy)</td>
<td>Dose (cGy)</td>
<td>Average Dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.70</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>101.74</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>100.05</td>
<td>100.03</td>
<td>100.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15MV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>100.70</td>
<td>100.30</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.43</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>100.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.60</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.68</td>
<td>100.25</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>100.11</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>100.30</td>
<td>100.80</td>
<td>100.20</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>100.06</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.60</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.910</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>100.20</td>
<td>100.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>100.03</td>
<td>100.70</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>100.49</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>100.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.60</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>100.10</td>
<td>100.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>100.90</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>100.31</td>
<td>100.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15MeV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D WP</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>100.20</td>
<td>100.50</td>
<td>100.60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof2</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>100.27</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>99.91</td>
<td>100.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Error</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Absolute dose measurements were performed over three months to verify the accuracy, stability and precision of the profiler 2 scanning system. Table 11 showed the results of the dose measurements for all beam energies (6 and 15 MV photon beams and 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV electron beams). The percentage errors were calculated for each beam energy at the time of measurements. Kilic A. et al (2002) showed that the 2D and 3D systems showed an average of -0.8 % and -1.0 % for 6 MV indicating underestimation of absorbed dose at a point of measurements and an average of +2.2 % and +1.4 % for 15 MV indicating overestimation of absorbed dose at a point of measurements. Paganetti H. (2006) has reported excellent agreement between absolute dose measurements between Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and physical measurements to 1.5 %, where about 50 % of the fields agreed to 1 %, and that were within the uncertainty of the data. Our study showed the maximum of -0.99 % for the 6 MV which indicated underestimation of the absorbed dose at a point of measurement in week 2, and the maximum average of + 0.27 % for the 15 MV which indicated an overestimation of the absorbed dose at a point of measurement in week 3. On average for electron beams, the maximum percentage error was shown for the 15 MeV which was + 0.67 % on week 5 indicating overestimation of the absorbed dose at a point of measurement on that week. The averages and standard deviations for each dose measurements were also calculated and the maximum standard deviation was + 0.69 for the 6 MV photon beam energy for the profiler 2 scanning system. Therefore this showed that the profiler 2 scanning system can be used to monitor the linear accelerator dose output constancy for the Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator over a period of time. This was also confirmed by Saminathan S. et al (2010) when they found a linear relation in dose between the 2D-ion chamber and the film.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS.

The study aimed to establish whether the profiler 2 scanning system can be used to substitute the 3D-water phantom for commissioning of the linear accelerator. The objective was to compare dose distributions of the photon beams and electron beams from an Elekta Synergy Platform linear accelerator.

Therefore in general, the objectives of this study were achieved especially for the photon beam dose distributions with some uncertainties in some of the electron beams to within the recommended limit of ± 3 % (3 mm) according to CMS XiO treatment planning system. The ionization chambers gave accurate results as expected, but the data acquisition was very time consuming, thus the array diode detectors showed in general a good reasonable agreement with the ionization chamber measurements especially with beam profile measurements with some uncertainties generally with electron beams PDDs (Elder P. J. et al 1995).

From the measurements performed and the results obtained, it was evident that the profiler 2 scanning system can be used as a substitute for 3D-water phantom for measurements of linear accelerator beam dose distributions. The profiler 2 scanning system needs to be calibrated for linear array diode detectors and for dose measurements. These calibration factors are necessary for measurements of dose distributions. There are few limitations involved with the profiler 2 scanning system that were not investigated in this study.

Recommendations.

The dose distribution measurements using the profiler 2 scanning system are recommended for centers that wish to commission a linear accelerator similar to the one already on site so that beam matching of the linear accelerator can be assumed as well as accurate calibration of the profiler 2 scanning system.
The future study could be on the limitations of the profiler 2 scanning system, which are:

(i). Field size (maximum field size of $20 \times 30 \text{ cm}^2$ at SSD = 100 cm of the profiler 2 scanning system) - which may be overcome by moving the profiler 2 scanning system closer to the source (linear accelerator head) for scanning the field size of $40 \times 40 \text{ cm}^2$ or by scanning the half profiles and mirror imaging them.

(ii). Number of Perspex slabs to be placed on top of the profiler 2 scanning system - which restricts for measurements at deeper depth and this can be overcome by manufacturing a stand holder for Perspex plates.

(iii). Measurements of diagonal profiles - which can be overcome by rotating the collimator head of the linear accelerator through $45^\circ$. 
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